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There is no study of the iconography of the carvings, dated 1506-1509, on
the choir stalls from the Chateau of Gaillon, now at the Basilica of Saint-
Denis. The twelve choir stalls, with hundreds of carvings on their backs,
sides, arms and seats stand on the north and south sides of the nave, in the
dark, neglected by guides and tourists alike.

The choir stalls have resided in the Saint-Denis nave only since 1913.1

Before that time they journeyed between Normandy and Paris, rotated
among three museums and two churches, were kept in storage, cut in pieces,
sold to collectors, and generally treated with disastrous disregard for their
major role in introducing the Italian Renaissance into France.2 Their travels
are recorded in the journal of Alexandre Lenoir, in accession records of
museums, and in notes of government inspectors.3

Briefly, the choir stalls were commissioned by Georges d'Amboise,
archbishop and later cardinal of Rouen and Papal Legate, a disappointed
loser of the papal election to Julian II. D'Amboise was a childhood friend
of the boy who was to be King Louis XII and became not only his minister

For the adventures of the choir stalls in Saint-Denis see Viollet-le-Duc Dictionnaire
d'architecture VIII p. 471.

For a full discussion of the travels of the woodwork from Gaillon see Marquet de
Vasselot Les boiseries de Gaillon au Musee de Cluny in Bulletin Monumental
86:321-369, 1927.

Gaillon woodwork is listed in the accession records of Lenoir's Musee des
monuments francais of 1801-2, of the Cluny Museum of 1914, in the Cluny
woodwork catalogue of 1925. See Louis Courajoc Alexandre Lenoir: Son journal
et le Mus6e des Monuments francais
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but vice-king of the Lombards in Italy.4 He therefore was familiar with art
of the Italian Renaissance and was a patron of a number of Italian artists. His
tomb is in the Cathedral of Rouen.

Fig. 1 Cardinal D' Amboise's summer palace at
Gaillon

The choir stalls were commissioned, not for the Cathedral of Rouen which
already had a set of elegant stalls, but for the Cardinal's summer palace at
Gaillon, near Les Andelys, in Normandy [Fig I].5 Gaillon had been the
property of the archbishops of Rouen for several generations and was in a
state of disrepair when the cardinal inherited it. He obviously fell in love
with the property and made it his seat from Easter to All Saints Day. He
rebuilt the palace, created sumptuous gardens and built a two-storied chapel
that was like a small Sainte Chapelle. The choir stalls were destined for the
upper level of the chapel, which must have rivaled the Sistine in Rome. It

For further details of the life of Georges d' Amboise see Jean Minery
d!Amhm&e Luneray: Editions Bertout, 1991.

For a definitive discussion of the chateau see Elisabeth Chirol L
Rouen et Paris: Lecerf et Picard, 1952.
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was decorated with frescoes and statues by Italian artists and an altarpiece
by the leading French sculptor of the age, Michel Colombe.6

Today the chateau of Gaillon is being restored; the skeletons of the
buildings loom over the village. The gardens are used by Renault to test
cars. The lower level of the chapel still exists but the upper level was
completely dismantled after the Revolution. All that remains of the art of
Gaillon, a statue of Louis XII holding a map of Milan, [Fig 2] a head of
Saint-Pierre, a marble fountain, and the Colombe altarpiece of Saint-George
and the Dragon [Fig 3] are in the Louvre, in a room dedicated to the Chateau
of Gaillon. Two other statues are being restored at Rouen and eventually
will be placed either in the Gaillon parish church or back at the chateau.

Fig. 2 Louis XII holding a map
of Milan

For an elaborate first hand description of the chateau see Roberto Weiss The
ChcUeau of Gaillon in l^L^&MMhMtM^CQMl^AIl^^^ XVI: 1-12,1953.
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Fig. 3 Saint George and the Dragon

The Choir Stalls

The choir stalls were carved by French artists who worked at the chateau
with the first team of Italian artists imported into France. Fortunately a
document exists which lists the day-by-day work and the costs of
constructing the chateau and its works of art.7 The names of Nicholas and
Colin Castille, from Rouen, are listed as the chief artisans who carved the
stalls. The backs, sides, ends and misericords are all carved in the round, in
relief or in marquetry [Figs 4,5].

The Misericords

The misericords of the Gaillon stalls are intricately carved with hundreds of
figures and architectural details. While they date from the close of the
Gothic era, they mainly follow the Gothic traditions and illustrate daily life
and mores rather than the classic scenes and fantastic creatures of the

Deville. ̂ s^^^J^^^^^^uiolK£Q^^^^^^lJ^^^M^M3M£^ Collection
de documents inedits, publies d'apres les registres manuscrits des tresoriers du
Cardinal d'Amboise. Imprimerie National, MDCCCL.
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Renaissance. However, several of the misericords are inspired by
Lombardian engravings.

Fig. 4 Moses and the Tablets of
Law - Gaillon (St Denis)

Fig. 5 Renaissance Engraving
Gaillon (St Denis)
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The twelve choir stalls, certainly not in their original positions, still have
their misericords, although several are badly mutilated and they have all
been restored. An underlying program for the ensemble is difficult to
discover; allegories of virtues and vices are evident on some of them. It is
possible that the misericords depict the dances, pantomimes and drama that
were held in the magnificent gardens as entertainment for the cardinal and
his guests, such as Louis XII and Queen Anne of Brittany.

Following is a description and explanation of the iconography of the twelve
misericords on the Gaillon choir stalls.

The Conversion of Saint Eustache [Fig 6]

Fig. 6 The Conversion of Saint Eustache
Gaillon (St Denis)

A knight
in a forest kneels by his horse, holding onto its reins. Facing him is a
standing deer, a cross between his horns and barking dogs at his feet. We are
viewing the moment of conversion of Saint-Eustache or Saint-Hubert. He is
depicted as a wealthy, well dressed young man, interrupted in his hunt.

14



A misericord from Saint-Lucien-de-Beauvais, conserved at the Musee
national du moyen age in Paris shows a confident man astride a river. [Fig
7] He is clad in a fur collared jacket and hat and carries an elaborate purse.
Careftil scrutiny shows a lion is carrying off a child on one side of the river
and a wolf does the same on the other side. Here is another episode in the
life of the saint.

Fig. 7 Saint Eustache loses sons to lion and wolf.
(Mus6e National du Moyen Age)

Why do we find Saint-Eustache on a Gaillon misericord, possibly the only
saint beneath the seats? Perhaps the cardinal felt it necessary to mix a little
of the sacred with the secular. Saint-Eustache was a good choice for his
pleasure house since he is the patron saint of hunters, a sport that probably
filled many happy hours for the king and his ministers at Gaillon.

15
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The Knight and the Faithful Lady [Fig 8]

Fig. 8 Knight and Lady
Gaillon(St Denis)

A woman stands under a tree, her faithful dog at her feet as she holds up her
apron. Is she gathering fruit or nuts in the forest or is she hiding something?
A knight in elegant costume, his head now missing, gallops toward her on
his caparisoned horse. If he had a crown on his head he might be King Louis
XII. We will never know. We glimpse a chateau and a walled city at the
right. To our left, behind a tree, a man slaughters a pig.

The scene may represent Saint-Elisabeth, who gave to the poor against the
wishes of her husband. Once, as her husband surprised her at her charitable
work, the offerings hidden in her apron miraculously changed to roses. We
have here the approaching husband, the faithful wife hiding something in
her apron and a farm worker preparing a dinner to welcome the returning
lord.

Another story might integrate all these details. The scene may indicate the
fall season with a knight returning from the hunt, the woman gathering nuts
and the farmer killing his pig, activities of autumn to winter. The scene is
one that could easily have been a pantomime or drama enacted in the parks
of the chateau.

16



•
Acrobats and Entertainers [Fig 9]

Fig. 9 Putti Acrobats
Gaillon (St Denis)

Four chubby figures in jester-outfits cavort on the misericord. They wear
scalloped capes and bells twined around their legs. One does a handstand;
another jumps. The shadowed figure at far left is a different type of
entertainer: a jester with pointed ass-eared hat who holds a his attribute, a
bauble. At right a similar figure wears a turban with jewel in the center,
headgear of a foreigner from the middle east.

The round of figures shows us entertainers who came to the church door to
the displeasure of the priests. It is possible that they joined, or even led such
festivals as the Feast of Fools, the Saturnalia or the Lupercale. The theme is
medieval but the chubby figures are typical renaissance cherubs.

17
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Round of Putti [Fig 10]

Fig. 10 Puttis Dance
Gaillon (St Denis)

Four chubby nudes hold garlands as they dance in a circle. Story elements
and architectural details are totally absent. Several etchings by northern
Italian artists are similar to the rounds of putti.

Concert in the Woods [Fig 11]

Fig. 11 Concert and Harmony
Gaillon (St Denis)
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Along with the pantomime and the acrobatics, this concert might have taken
place in the chateau parks. Hands, heads and parts of instruments are
missing but there is no doubt we are present at a delightful classical concert.
A woman singer with music in hand stands at the center. A small figure at
her feet plays an organ. Other musicians, all in elegant dress and hats play
string or wind instruments.

At far right a strange figure lurks in the shadows; a broken object dangles
from one hand. Just above his feet two cups are visible, cups that were at the
ends of the original scales! The figure appears god-like and is certainly not
a musician.

A clue to the meaning of this mystic figure is found in a 17th century
emblem which shows a monk holding similar scales. He is not a figure of
justice which is usually a blindfolded woman. The scene, as explained in the
accompanying verse shows the delicate equilibrium necessary to make the
world go round. The God-like figure here probably represents harmony,
without which the concert would be reduced to cacophony.

19
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Round of Winged Women [Fig 12]

Fig. 12 Winged Women Dancing
Gaillon (St Denis)

The Round of Winged Women is another Renaissance carving, inspired by
an Italian engraving. The women, with their loose gowns and large wings,
hold garlands as they dance softly in a circle.

Half-Woman Half-Beast [Fig 13]

Fig. 13 Half Angel, Half Beast
Gaillon (St Denis)
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The saying woman is half-angel, half-beast resulted in many paintings and
sculptures of winged monsters with breasts. The angel-beasts of Gaillon
have pretty faces, gossamer wings and snake tails. The same motif is on
several misericords in other churches.

Concert with Satyrs [Fig 14]

Fig. 14 Concert of Satyrs
Gaillon (St Denis)

We are treated to a second concert in the Gaillon woods. These musicians
however, are quite different. Some figures are human, possibly members of
the audience. The musicians with apsalterion and recorders are hybrids with
animal hindquarters and cloven hoofs. They do not stand in a row but sprawl
in the woods. At the far right of the scene a bare-headed figure in a long
belted robe stands apart. He appears to be an analogue of harmony in the
scene of the classical concert. The figure is empty-handed but a knife may
be tucked into his belt. Is this the cacophanous concert? Is this the world out
of kilter? Is this the devil's concert? Similar satyrs are depicted in Italian
Renaissance engravings.
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Judgment by Fire [Fig 15]

Fig. 15 Ordeal by Fire
Gaillon (St Denis)

Several misericords on the Gaillon stalls are concerned with virtues and
vices. In the 12th century it was not uncommon for a disagreement,
especially one involving heresy or infidelity to be settled by proof by fire?
The judge sat before a pot of boiling water in which an object - a ring or
stone - had been dropped. Hie accused had to thrust his hand into the boiling
water and remove the sunken object hidden in the bubbling mass. His hand
was then bandaged. Three days later the bandages were removed and the
judge pronounced the accused innocent if his hand was healing and guilty
if the hand was festering. Since it was often difficult to tell if the hand was
healing properly the judge could be bribed.

This judicial procedure is illustrated on the Gaillon misericord. The judge
sits on one side of the boiling pot and the accused extends his hand on the
other side. A crucial detail is the judge's claw as the pair to his human foot.
Has he already been bribed by the accuser? Do these feet symbolize justice

8 See Monique Chabas ^,^^j^^^^^i£l^^u,,^^^z^IM,^^^^. Saint-
Sulpice-de-Faviere: Edition Jean-Favard, 1978 and Robert Bartlett IMMJb

Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986.
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and injustice?

Fig. 16 Derrick Bouts' Ordeal by
Fire (Brussels)

A variant on the proof by fire is depicted in a painting by Derrick Bouts at
the Mus6e des Beaux Arts in Brussels [Fig 17]. A woman kneels before a
seated judge, In one hand she holds the severed head of her husband and in
the other a red hot iron. The iron had to be carried three paces before the
hand could be bandaged and later judged. The woman's husband had been
condemned as a seducer on the word of the judge's wife, but without a trial.
Since there was now proof that the judge had killed an innocent man the
judge himself should have been killed. However, in his stead, his nasty wife
was burned at the stake, as depicted in the background of the painting.
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Women Shoemakers [Fig 17]

Fig. 17 Woman Shoemaker

A woman sits and carves, probably leather, on a table. At Rouen, a woman
shoemaker cuts leather for shoes [Fig 18]. We might be looking at the
cottage shoemaking industry since both women may be shoemakers. A
smaller woman, evidently an assistant, works on the floor by the table. At
the right several men leave the scene. They might be clients or supervisors.

Fig. 18 Woman cuts leather for boots
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Mermaid and Merman [Fig 19]

Fig. 19 A Mermaid and a Merman
Gaillon (St Denis)

Dozens of mermaids
from England,
Germany, France and
Spain cavort on
misericords. They
usually hold a comb
and mirror and
symbolize vanity and
lust. The mermaid at
Toledo swims with
her daughter ,
undoubtedly teaching
her the tricks of the
trade. Three mermaids

in England (one stolen) suckle lions to show the power of their milk [Fig
20]. Some mermaids have a seductive double tail. Some clasp fish to show
they have seduced men whose souls are now lost. Fewer mermen reside
under the stalls. They usually carry a sword and buckler and represent anger.
The Gaillon couple
share the same
misericord. They each
carry shield and
sword, ready to battle
each other. The angry
mermaid is unique. It
should be noticed that
the Gaillon sea-couple
have Renaissance leaf
tails instead of the
Gothic scaly tails.

Fig. 20 A Mermaid suckles a Lion.
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The Topsy -Turvy World [Fig 21]

Fig. 21 Pig - Shepherd (Gaillon)

The misericord in the bishop's throne shows a pig-shepherd tending his
flock. The hooded pig stands and holds a shepherd's staff. Several sheep and
rams gambol at his feet. A castle and town walls rise on the left side of the
field. Below, mingling with the flock, the lord of the manor crawls on all
fours. This is the world-upside-down, where animals and humans exchange
roles at work and play.

Fig. 22 Pig-Shepherd (Champeaux)
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Notes

Another pig-shepherd resides at Champeaux (Seine et Marne) [Fig 22].
Other misericord examples of the topsy-turvy world are pig musicians - they
play harp or organ - pig spinners, and in England a bunch of rabbits roast a
hunter.

Conclusions

The choir stalls from the chateau of Gaillon, currently at the Basilica of
Saint-Denis are unique examples of the early Renaissance in France. Bas
reliefs on the rear panels are symmetrical renaissance fantasies. The
marquetry side panels show Italian skills. Misericords and saintly scenes on
rear and end panels are more in keeping with the Gothic traditions. The
misericords also show the mixture of both traditions. The scenes with Saint
Eustache, the Knight and the Lady, The Concert, the Angel-Beasts,
Judgment by Fire, Women at Work, and the Topsy - Turvy World are
basically Gothic, while the rounds of women, putti and acrobats are based
on Renaissance engravings. The satyr concert and sea-couple add
Renaissance touches to Gothic themes.

Fig. 23 Choir stalls of Gaillon
(St Denis)
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The stalls of Gaillon are important for many reasons [Fig 23]. Most of the
scenes are unique to choir stalls. The mixture of the Gothic and Renaissance
is obvious even to the casual observer. The quality of the carvings and the
iconographic details are exceptional by any standard. They merit the
attention of the grand public. They measure up to the most exquisite non-
royal chateau in France.

Place majestueuse auguste architecture
Superbe bdtiment, grand etpompeux chateau
Gaillon, I}effort de Van ne t'a cree si beau
Que pour mieux relever I'effet de la nature.9

Misericord Seat
(Gaillon)

Poem published in Mercure of 1876.
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